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Survey Response 

What benefits do you think the conference has provided?

Share of knowledge. Excellent overview of perspectives on salient BASH issues from various organizations. Time efficiency, travel logistics, savings, networking, knowledge sharing

By including natural science research, conference has provided in-depth understanding, right approach on comprehension of cause to the problem. WBA in collaboration with international 
legislative institutions provided the reference to the key problems and by doing that it supported, facilitated the national stakeholders to focus their efforts for timely preparation on 
effective management solutions. With excellent organization, impeccable professional approach it successfully bridged and provided the role of mediator between research, industry and 
other stakeholders.

No travel costs, high number of participants from various airports worldwide. Better understanding of wildlife hazards and its changes within the years.
To learn best practices, technology and measures to curtail wildlife hazards

insight knowledge of whats going on the our industry from various continents.
To keep the contacts between experts. Keep us updated on the theme, especially in an unusual time like the one we are experiencing
Great opportunity for international exchanges about wildlife risk management techniques and discussions

Sustaining momentum in Covid-19 times, in respect to Wildlife Strike Prevention.
Networking and keeping up to date with current issues regarding birdstrikes since pandemic.

Share and exchange experiences and informations with a lot of peoples with differents point of view. Meet new peoples.
1. Knowledge sharing from people with vast experience in managing bird hazards at airports . 2. Networking platform
Sharing of practice and point of view of different stakeholder

The opportunity to listen to many speakers in a short period of time.
A transparent and free of charges mode of communication and awareness for the importance of the wildlife management to promote the mitigation of the bird strike risk occurrence.
Great knowledge and experience sharing.
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